INSPIRATION TO CREATE

DEFINING
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Many clients have logos or branding elements
that are reflective of the circle shape.
Our multiple circle options allow for the
incorporation of custom elements to help
convey the message and theme of the event.

CIRCLES
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Available in multiple sizes and can be configured
in an unlimited number of layouts. Curls can
be used as a primary scenic piece or as a scenic
filler. Steel frames with white stretch fabric, Curls
accept light extremely well.

FRAMED FABRIC CURLS
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HIVE panels are a great way to
enhance your event. The 3D
panels fasten together to create
a truly unique backdrop or scenic
look.
The 22” matte tiles create a
stunning design element on their
own or can be tailored to match
any event theme by integrating
theatrical lighting or video
projection.
Scalable for any size venue or
function, the modular panels
make an impressive statement.

HIVE PANELS
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Stretched fabric hexagon shapes that can be
connected to form any size wall or backdrop.
Accepts light extremely well which allows
the wall to be transformed into any color to
compliment any event theme.

HONEYCOMB WALL
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PLEATED COLUMNS
Made of gathered silver brilliance fabric
with internal reflectors to bounce light.
30’ high x 24” wide x 24”deep

INFLATABLE COLUMNS
Classically designed standing columns used
to add drama to a stage, entrance or event
feature. 14.75’ high x 3’ diameter

INFLATABLE & PLEATED COLUMNS
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This premium black velour drape with random
dispersed programmable LEDs throughout the
fabric provides spectacular colorful effects for a
stage backdrop or event decor.

LED STAR DRAPE
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When it comes to backdrops, why stick
with a static image when you can use
LEDs and transform your stage at the
push of a button. The modular LED video
wall panels allow for creative and flexible
configurations with excellent resolution
and brightness.
Need something with a little more
dimension? Our Absen PL2.9 LED panels
allow for curved walls!

LED VIDEO PANELS
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Moddim panels are a great way to
enhance your event. The 3D panels fasten
together to create a truly unique backdrop or
scenic look.
The 18” matte tiles create a stunning design
element on their own or can be tailored
to match any event theme by integrating
theatrical lighting or video projection.
Scalable for any size venue or function,
the modular panels make an impressive 		
statement.

MODDIM PANELS
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A ultra reflective four foot wide metal
mesh material. Textured mesh can
be folded to create a clean pattern or
can be crushed to bring an element of
randomness the stage.

TEXTURED MESH
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Rigging Design

Event design should be all encompassing and
have purpose, which is generally to create an
environment that conveys the message and
the theme of the event while staying true to
the program’s overall objectives. Whether the
event is a celebration, awards ceremony, meal
function, workshop or general session there is
always a message that needs to be conveyed.
It is about engagement; not simply making
the room look good.

Multi-Tiered
Truss Bar
Array Speakers

Performance Stage

Custom Gobos
Moving Lights
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Colored Uplights

An events entire mood can be set as your guests
walk through the door for the very first time. A
dark room with neutral tones and subtle natural
sounds conveys an intimate and personal setting,
while a room lit with bright moving colors and
upbeat music evokes energy and sets the tone
for a highly motivating speaker or celebration.
Use technology to awaken the five senses and
transform your event into an experience.

Intelligent Lights
Line Array
Speakers
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Video Projection

Great events seamlessly incorporate
decor, light, sound and video to share their
message and leave a lasting impression.

Lighting Design

Custom Arrow
LED Video Wall
Digital Lecterns
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Professional Rigging

Special Effect Integration

During the grand opening of Battelle
Grand, the largest ballroom in Ohio,
the Greater Columbus Convention
Center showcased the “marvelous
experience realm” to guests by
incorporating aerialist.
The performance was layered over
the expansive windows with a string
of fireworks hung outside with
spectacular results.

Lighting Design
Concert Quality Audio

Professional

Reliable
Experienced
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Focused

Choose a team whose
knowledge and technical
expertise are exceeded
only by their passion for
perfection.
Choose Markey’s.

